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I. I NTRODUCTION
It is well-known that many current data centers are underutilized (around 6% to 12% in 2012 [21]). Profitability concerns are changing this, e.g., best practices from Google
suggest much improved utilization levels [25]. In a recent
survey [8] of 829 data center professionals, 72% of participants
expected information technology (IT) resource utilizations to
be at least 60% in 2025. As enterprises and businesses move
increasing portions of their IT needs to various cloud computing platforms, the underlying data centers will be forced to
operate at higher levels of utilization than seen currently. A key
outcome would be increased occurrence of periods where “demand” exceeds “supply” (i.e., tenant needs exceed available
resources). Generally speaking, utility providers employ two
canonical approaches for incentivizing appropriate customer
behavior during such periods: (i) dynamic pricing and (ii)
dynamic service/commodity quality.
Utility providers have long employed dynamic pricing to
signal supply-demand mismatch to their customers (e.g., realtime or coincident peak pricing used by electric utility companies [5]). Not surprisingly, dynamic pricing has emerged as an
area of significant interest in the “computing utility” offered
by public cloud platforms, the most prominent real-world
example being Amazon EC2 spot instance markets. Numerous
research papers have explored cloud’s pricing design for
profitability (more details in Section V).
A second approach - the focus of this paper - is based on
dynamic service quality variation. Towards this, we introduce
the notion of the effective capacity of a cloud-offered resource
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type. We define the effective capacity of a resource type as
its actual offered capacity (including all of its constituent
resources if any) which may be different from its advertized
capacity 1 . Several studies report temporal dynamism in effective capacity is already prevalent among public cloud VMs Sections II and V offer details.
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a public cloud provider improve its profitability and should,
therefore, be a part of its resource management arsenal.
Figure 1 shows our vision of a public cloud that offers
a variety of VM types with different degrees of dynamism
both in prices and effective capacities. We show some examples of VM types offered by Amazon EC2 on this qualitative spectrum. Similar variety is exhibited by VM offerings
from other major public clouds including Google, Microsoft,
RackSpace, etc. Along the price dynamism axis, most of
EC2 VM offerings have relatively static prices (change over
months) except spot instances that exhibit frequently changing
(over minutes) prices. Along the effective capacity axis, the
regular on-demand and reserved instances are advertized to be
provisioned with a fixed capacity (although even these exhibit
some capacity variation as our measurements in Section II
show). The recently introduced “burstable” instances, on the
other hand, only guarantee a certain baseline CPU capacity
beyond which capacity becomes variable [2].
The Problem and Challenges: How should a public cloud
provider use dynamic effective capacity as an explicit and
strategic control knob (complementing dynamic pricing) to
maximize its profit? The efficacy of explicitly controlled
dynamic effective capacity would crucially depend upon the
existence of (and adequate volume of) tenants that are capable
fixed
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combination of real-world data center traces and benchmarks
hosted on a prototype OpenStack-based cloud shows 10-30%
profit improvement for a cloud provider compared with baselines
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1 There could also be ways of expressing effective capacity in terms of
workload-specific performance measures, e.g., the throughput offered by a
database-as-a-service. Although we focus on virtual machines (VMs) as
resource type, many of our ideas can be easily applied to other resources.

of gainfully using such VMs and navigating the associated
price-performance trade-offs. We will offer evidence of such
tenants both from related work and our own case studies.
Equally crucial would be the ability of the cloud provider to
estimate tenant’s reaction to its offered style of dynamic effective capacity and incorporate this into its resource allocation
decisions. We will offer evidence for feasibility of this via our
empirical evaluation based on realistic tenant workloads.
Our Approach: We envision that complementing dynamic
pricing, a futuristic cloud would offer a variety of VM types
spanning the entire spectrum of Figure 1. Likely many servicelevel agreement (SLA) types will emerge corresponding to
the capacity vs. price trade-offs that diverse tenants may find
appealing. In fact, some of this already exists in the immense
diversity of VMs offered by current public cloud providers.
Many options exist for how these SLAs might express effective
capacity dynamism - ranging from guaranteed/fixed capacity
to purely best-effort with stochastically guaranteed capacities
in between. Viewing SLA design as complementary to our
work, we work with a fairly general and expressive SLA
format. We assume that VMs in an SLA class are provisioned
with a guaranteed baseline capacity plus a best-effort style
variable capacity2 . The tenant chooses appropriate SLA classes
for its VMs at a coarse time-scale, and carries out resource
procurement within the SLA class (or a combination of
multiple SLA classes) at a finer time granularity to leverage
effective capacity v.s. price tradeoffs. At the cloud side, the
cloud has to estimate the tenant’s responses under dynamic
pricing and dynamic effective capacity. We model this setting
is via a leader/follower game with the cloud provider being
the leader and tenants the followers. The interaction these
parties is multi-step, capturing both the causal relationship and
dynamism of price and effective capacity.
Contributions: We make the following contributions:
∙ We identify dynamic effective capacity modulation as a key
explicit control knob, complementing dynamic pricing, for
cloud’s profit maximization. We show that the two are not
interchangeable but complementary (Section IV).
∙ We provide a variety of evidence that dynamic effective
capacity already occurs in current clouds and argue for why
it might grow and for its potential profitability (Section II).
∙ Based on a general and systematic definition of SLA classes,
we construct mechanisms for a cloud’s decision-making
in the context of a set of tenants once they have chosen
an appropriate SLA class. In particular, we propose a
leader/follower game-based cloud control framework using
both dynamic effective capacity modulation and pricing for
a cloud provider’s profit maximization (Section III).
∙ We not only carry out trace-driven simulation using realworld tenant demand data, but also provide case studies on
an OpenStack-based prototype cloud platform and conduct
experimentation with realistic tenant benchmarks to help
understand how the proposed system might work in the
2 The variable capacity portion could be defined in stochastic terms, e.g.,
with mean and variance, which we leave to our future work.

real world (Section IV). Our key findings are: (a) effective
capacity modulation with dynamic pricing offers 10-30%
profit improvement over static pricing and/or static effective
capacity, (b) when lowering effective capacity, the provider
should avoid exposing the tenant to operating regions where
performance degradation is unacceptable, (c) inappropriate
choice of SLA class may result in poor application performance and such a tenant may find it better to choose
an SLA class with more guaranteed capacity and (iv) the
provider may find it profitable to even provide differentiated
service within the same SLA class if it has good estimates
of tenant’s performance/price sensitivities.
II. M OTIVATION AND S YSTEM M ODEL
We offer several pieces of evidence for effective capacity
dynamism in existing cloud systems and provide arguments
for why we expect this trend to become more pervasive. We
then present an SLA framework that our envisioned public
cloud might use to systematize its VM offerings.
A. Explicit Effective Capacity Dynamism
Commercial clouds already offer VMs with some equivalent
to our definition of dynamic effective capacity. For example,
Amazon EC2 provides “burstable” VMs that only guarantee a
certain baseline CPU capacity with the rest marked as “variable”. The “pre-emptible” VMs from Google Compute Engine,
which can be revoked at any time, and EC2’s spot instances,
which become unavailable once price exceeds tenant’s bid,
lead to dynamism in available resource for tenants.
In a alternative evolution of the cloud (than studied here),
the provider could allow explicit tenant’s participation in effective capacity modulation. E.g., Amazon EC2’s C4 instances
provide tenants the new option of controlling CPU C-state and
P-state to meet their variable resource needs [26]. In our work,
tenants infer effective capacity dynamism created by the cloud
provider and then respond to it. Regardless, these knobs offer
supporting evidence for the growing occurrence of capacity
dynamism in the public cloud.
B. Capacity Dynamism in VMs with “Fixed” Capacity
Even for the VM types that are claimed to be provisioned
with fixed (advertized) capacity, we still find evidence of
effective capacity variation through our own measurements
(below) and from a variety of related work, possibly due to
the effect of multi-tenancy and the fact that some VMs types
may be more aggressively packed than others. It is natural and
reasonable to assume that as cloud’s utilization level grows,
this dynamism will continue to increase, taking the cloud
closer to the full spectrum in Figure 1.
Evidence from benchmarking on EC2: For a diverse set of
benchmarks with different bottleneck resources (see Table I),
we compare the dynamism in their performance (across multiple runs) (a) when they are executed on different types of
VMs procured from Amazon EC2 versus (b) when they are
executed on similarly sized VMs created on a machine in our
lab. We perform experiments on a large number of Amazon

TABLE I: Benchmarks and performance comparisons. The cases with higher performance variations in our lab have been shaded.
benchmark

description

luindex
iperf
copy
Stream
add
read
fio
write

index a set of documents using lucene and measure execution time
transfer large chunk of data and measure network bandwidth
perform simple memory operations (copy, add) on vectors and
measure sustainable memory bandwidth
generate random disk I/O workloads and measure iops

C. Why Dynamic Effective Capacity Can Improve Cloud’s
Profitability
Ideas similar to dynamic effective capacity have long been
explored in private settings wherein the provider and the
tenants are part of the same organization and are willing to

coefficient of variation (%)
t2.micro
m3.medium
(7.4, 3.92)
(7.55, 4.87)
(0.55, 0.34)
(1.96, 0.34)
(1.73, 0.78)
(4.85, 0.5)
(1.57, 0.63)
(9.88, 0.38)
(25.74, 1.87) (3.18, 1.87)
(25.96, 1.88) (2.96, 1.88)

(EC2, Lab)
m4.large
(8.95, 3.38)
(2.42, 0.34)
(0.37, 0.92)
(0.17, 0.81)
(15.49, 1.87)
(15.58, 1.88)

cooperate towards shared goals. Due to willingness to share
information, the workload properties and performance/cost
trade-offs may be well-understood allowing the provider to
carry out appropriate resource management.
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ical RAM capacity, and show the mean and standard deviation
in Figure 2. We find that the effective capacity variation of
VMs can be 20% (around the line of std/mean = 0.2) on
a large portion of the physical machines, and that resource
overbooking with dynamic consolidation is already common.
Similar observations are seen from other tenants as well.
In a public cloud, however, the cloud’s lack of knowledge of
tenants’ workloads and their resource needs makes the potential profitability opportunities of dynamic effective capacity
unclear. Let us consider preliminary arguments to motivate:
(i) why a public cloud provider might benefit from offering
different effective capacities to different tenants, and (ii) why it
might also benefit from varying effective capacities over time.
Towards this, we create two tenants, each running Memcached
(a popular key-value store) whose dominant/critical resource
is the DRAM capacity. Each tenant runs a single VM with
4 vCPUs and 7GB RAM storing 6GB dataset, hosted on an
OpenStack cluster described in Section IV-C. We use Yahoo!
Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) closed-loop generator to
send queries (100% GET) to the tenants. For tenant 1, the
key popularity follows exponential distribution with 95% of
requests going to 5% of the working set while for tenant 2 it
follows Zipf distribution with Zipfian constant equals to 0.99.
We vary the effective RAM capacity of the VM and show the
average throughput and the corresponding latency in Figure 3.
As we reduce the effective DRAM capacity of the VM,
data items (originally in memory) will be moved to swap
space of the host which has much higher latency than DRAM.
Therefore, we observe degraded throughput and higher latency
as effective capacity decreases for both tenants. Since tenant
1’s key popularity distribution is much more skewed than
tenant 2’s distribution, lesser data is moved to swap for
standard deviation

EC2 VM types and show a subset of our results (see our
technical report for all our results [28]) for 3 diverse VM
types: t2.micro (burstable with 1 vCPU and 1GB RAM),
m3.medium (1 vCPU and 3.75GB RAM) and m4.large (2
vCPUs and 8GB RAM), all in the availability zone us-east1c. We repeat our benchmarking on a machine in our lab (2.4
GHz with 12 cores and 16GB RAM) with the same resource
allocations (using cgroups) as advertized for the EC2 VMs.
As shown in Table I, we consistently find higher cv (coefficient
of variation) for instances in the cloud than our lab-based
host, with only a few exceptions. Although we can not know
what precise resource management decisions on the machines
hosting the EC2 VMs cause this higher level of dynamism,
it is reasonable to interpret these findings as evidence for
the following: when running in the cloud, the benchmarks
experience a larger dynamism in offered resource capacities
leading to higher dynamism in their performance. Even if
advertized as having fixed capacity (as opposed to variable
capacity for burstable VMs), some on-demand instance types
might exhibit lower effective capacity than advertized. For
example, we find m3.medium has 5% to 10% more cv
for memory bandwidth (Stream) compared to other instance
types, which suggests that such VMs may have been more
aggressively consolidated than others. Similarly, for CPUbounded benchmark luindex, we find the performance variation
across all VM types in the cloud is more than twice compared
to that on our lab-based host.
Evidence from other measurements: Plenty of recent work
offers evidence of dynamic effective capacity on single or
multiple instance types, within a single IaaS cloud provider
or across multiple cloud platforms, resulting in the “unobservability” problem described in [11]. These temporal/spatial
performance variations have been observed across different
resource types, e.g., CPU capacity [30], [9], block I/O [13],
network latency and bandwidth [19], [29]. CloudLook [4]
reports that even under similar advertized CPU capacity, VMs
from some providers (e.g., DigitalOcean) demonstrate 10%
to 20% more performance variations than other providers,
attributable to lower CPU effective capacity. Similarly, differences in CloudHarmony’s [3] CCU (CloudHarmony Compute
Unit) scores across cloud providers are evidence of effective
capacity variation across clouds.
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Fig. 3: Average throughput (norm. against arrival rate) and corresponding
latency for a data caching benchmark with one Memcached server and
one YCSB workload client. (a) A tenant with exponential key popularity
distribution: 95% requests go to 5% of working set (b) A tenant with Zipfian
key popularity distribution.
the former tenant at the same effective capacity level. Thus
tenant 1’s performance degradation is much “slower” than
that of tenant 2. In particular, we find three operation regions
(qualitatively) for the tenants wherein tenants might react to
effective capacity modulation in different ways depending on
the perceived performance and their utility models:
1) Region A: The performance degradation is (statistically)
imperceptible to the tenant. It is, therefore, reasonable
to expect that the tenant would operate as if there is no
effective capacity modulation.
2) Region B: The performance degradation is perceptible
but acceptable if there exists a meaningful trade-off
against the additional cost of procuring more resources
for overcoming this performance degradation. The exact
nature of such a trade-off would be tenant-specific.
3) Region C: The tenant cannot tolerate such performance
degradation due to unacceptable revenue loss.
The above regions would vary across tenants depending on
their workload properties, e.g., acceptable latency levels, timevarying arrival rates. From Figure 3 we see that tenant 1
has a very long region A up to 40% reduction of effective
capacity, whereas tenant 2’s region A only corresponds to
10% reduction of effective capacity based on its acceptable
latency level. This provides cloud an opportunity for underprovisioning resources without affecting tenant’s performance.
Furthermore, real-world workloads demonstrate time-varying
arrival rates, hence the range of the above regions might
also vary with different loads across time. These observations
motivates the use of dynamic effective capacity by the cloud
for its profit optimization. However, the key challenge for
the cloud’s control is dealing with its lack of knowledge of
tenant’s sensitivity to effective capacity modulation.
D. Cloud’s SLA Model
There are many possible ways in which such a cloud
interface could evolve. In particular, how and what the cloud
provider discloses about effective capacity dynamism and what
kinds of guarantees its SLA makes can take many forms. In
our work, we assume that the cloud provider offers multiple
VM SLA classes, each of which is defined as a guaranteed
baseline capacity plus variable capacity out of the advertized
capacity. Examples of today’s offerings with explicit SLA
guarantees in Section II-A are closer to what we advocate
and are special cases of our proposal. Our SLA model is also

general enough to capture VM types with best-effort capacity
guarantees. Another direction could be that the tenants infer
effective capacity (out of claimed capacity) as in Section II-B.
Note that our focus is not SLA design; rather, we want to
explore how the provider could leverage dynamic effective
capacity for profitability once a specific SLA class has been
chosen by the tenants.
We restrict our focus to a single SLA class under one advertized type of VM hosted on a homogeneous subset of physical
machines (PMs). However, our model and formulation can be
extended to incorporate multiple SLA classes and advertized
VM types easily. We assume that other resources (e.g., network
bandwidth, software services) to be either free and nonperformance bottlenecks or not required for our workloads.
We take one PM as one unit of physical resource and assume
that the requested/advertized physical resource capacity of one
VM is r(≤ 1). We define effective capacity
alloc
ηi,t = ri,t
/r

as the ratio of actually allocated/offered resource over the
alloc is the amount of
advertized resource capacity, wherein ri,t
physical resource actually allocated to a VM of tenant i at
time-slot t 3 . For example, if the advertized RAM capacity
for a VM on a PM with 8GB RAM is 2GB (r = 0.25), but
the provider limits the amount of RAM that can be used for a
alloc = 0.1875), then the effective capacity
new VM to 1.5GB (ri,t
is 0.75. Furthermore, for the single SLA class used in our
problem formulation, we denote as η LB the guaranteed baseline capacity. The provider and the tenant may have different
valuations for effective capacity. In the above example, it is
possible that the tenant’s application is not so sensitive to
RAM capacity modulation, or that the tenant procures resource
for its peak load which only lasts for relatively short duration.
In such a case, the tenant might not even be aware of such
effective RAM capacity modulation. The aforementioned two
tenants can be viewed as a concrete example of different
tenants’ tolerance of such effective capacity variation.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN AND F ORMULATION
A. High-level Overview
Figure 4 shows a high-level overview of our cloud ecosystem. We choose to work with a time-slotted system wherein
the cloud provider and its tenants make strategic control
decisions at the beginning of each time-slot (e.g., one hour),
indexed by t. Based on their relative temporal ordering, we
identify three steps making up the overall decision-making
in our cloud eco-system. In step I, the provider estimates
the tenants’ VM demands and responses and decides the VM
price vt to maximize its “myopic” profit. In step II, given
vt , previous performance observations and inferred effective
capacity, tenant i decides and presents the provider with its VM
demand di,t . In step III, once tenants have submitted their VM
3 We assume a tenant workload to only have one bottleneck or “dominant”
resource, allowing us to define effective capacity as a ratio (or scaling
parameter for a resource vector as done in [12]). A more general treatment
would consider multiple resources, which is part of our future work.
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Fig. 4: Illustration of our cloud eco-system and the proposed game framework. Cloud’s dynamic costs come from a combination of various dynamic
inputs, e.g., dynamic energy price.
demands, the provider determines the effective capacity ηi,t
and implements appropriate control to enforce this effective
capacity. Note that although all tenants see the same VM
price during a given time-slot, the effective capacity could
be different both across time and across tenants.
B. Game-based Cloud Control Framework
In this section, we expand the above ideas to devise a leader/follower game-based cloud pricing and effective capacity
modulation framework and study the interactions between the
participants (i.e., the provider and the tenants).
1) Step I: Cloud’s pricing control: Denote as dt (= ∑i∈I di,t )
the aggregate VM demand from all tenants during time-slot
t, wherein I is the set of all tenants. At the start of timeslot t, the provider predicts its revenue vt dˆt − pt mt where
dˆt is the prediction of dt , pt mt is the operational cost with
mt denoting the number of active PMs and pt the dynamic
cost of keeping one PM operational which could come from
multiple sources (e.g., energy costs charged by electric utility,
network bandwidth costs charged by ISPs). We assume that the
provider estimates the number of PMs needed during time-slot
t as mt = ⌈∑i dˆi,t rηi,t ⌉.
Demand Prediction: The provider’s prediction of tenant
i’s VM demand di,t (denoted as dˆi,t ) depends on (i) temporal
effects (e.g., time-of-day or seasonal patterns), (ii) VM price
(which affects the tenants’ reactions), and (iii) effective capacity ηi,t−1 (which affects tenant i’s performance and thereby its
reaction). Since the provider knows that the tenants have to
infer effective capacity in previous time-slots from previous
performance observations and then use these to predict effective capacity in the next time-slot (which will be implemented
only after step III), it can simply assume that di,t depends on
VM price vt and the previous effective capacity ηi,t−1 ; thus
t−1
t
the estimated demand dˆi,t = gi,t ({di,s }t−1
s=1 , {vs }s=1 , {ηi,s }s=1 ), a
predictive function with parameters recursively obtained from
appropriate prediction techniques (e.g., machine learning or
interpolation as used in our evaluation) with historical data4 .
We set s to take only one past time-slot t − 1 throughout this
paper for (i) keeping our analysis simple and also (ii) since
4 Overheads of maintaining models for individual tenants can be reduced by
aggregating tenants into groups based on their price/performance sensitivity.

older observations are likely to be much less important than
the latest one in such a highly variable environment.
Provider’s Pricing Design Problem. We assume that the
provider optimizes its profits over τ ≥ 1 successive timeslots. Again, for ease of presentation and empirical analysis,
we restrict ourselves to τ = 2 throughout the paper while
noting that extensions to larger τ are easily done using a
standard dynamic programming framework. At the beginning
of time-slot t, assuming that the provider is well-informed
of its dynamic costs pt and pt+1 , the provider’s optimization
problem can be written as follows (Problem P1):
max vt ∑ dˆi,t − pt mt + vt+1 ∑ dˆi,t+1 − pt+1 mt+1
vt , vt+1 , ηi,t

i

i

Subject to
0 ≤ dˆi,s = gi,s (di,s−1 , vt , ηi,s−1 ), s = t,t + 1, ∀i

η LB ≤ ηi,t ≤ 1, ∀i
ms = ⌈∑ dˆi,s rηi,s ⌉ ≤ M, s = t,t + 1
i

ηi,t+1 = ηi,t , ∀i
wherein ηi,t−1 , di,t−1 are known from the previous time-slot.
M is the total number of PMs available (“alive” plus “sleeping”). The first constraint captures the provider’s estimation
of tenants’ demands and reactions given the VM prices, the
effective capacity, and their resource demands. The second
constraint captures that the provider would never allocate more
alloc ≤ r, and
resources than those requested by a VM, i.e., ri,t
LB
ηi,t is lower bounded by η (guaranteed baseline capacity
of the SLA class considered). The third constraint guarantees
that the resource capacity of the provider is not exceeded (if
exceeded after real di,t is revealed at the end of step II, the
cloud has to do more aggressive effective capacity modulation
in step III). Since ηi,t+1 will affect demand di,t+2 which is not
considered in the myopic objective, we need to set a terminal
condition for ηi,t+1 to avoid the trivial solution (ηi,t+1 = η LB ).
We set ηi,t+1 = ηi,t in the last constraint assuming the same
control is used for the next interval.
The provider only publishes the price vt after solving the
above optimization problem; the final effective capacity ηi,t
will emerge from a re-calculation in step III after tenants’
demands are revealed in step II.
2) Step II: Tenants’ Strategic Behavior: Upon receiving
VM price vt and, each tenant has to determine the number of
VMs it needs from the cloud based on the inferred effective
capacity η̂i,t (using performance measurements in the previous
time-slot) and its own predicted raw demand. Denote as Di,t
the raw physical resource demand of tenant i. We assume that
any unsatisfied physical resource demand (Di,t −di,t rηi,t )+ will
cause the tenant to incur a demand “dropping” cost due to
performance degradation and/or revenue loss (e.g., being able
to serve less clients’ requests), which should be embedded into
the tenant’s utility function during evaluation. We also assume
that admitting more than Di,t does not result in extra profit,
thus di,t rηi,t ≤ Di,t .
Tenant’s Utility Model: A tenant’s utility depends on the
effective capacity it obtains from the provider, which affects

wherein the first term implies that the revenue increases as the
tenant procures more resources, and the second term reflects
the penalty due to “dropping” demand. Such utility functions
assuming diminishing marginal revenue are commonly assumed and even though we do not have access to exact forms
for these, we expect to find qualitatively meaningful insights
from using them.
Estimation of Effective Capacity: Denote as φi,t the
performance metric (e.g., average latency) of tenant i during time-slot t, as λi,t the corresponding average arrival
rate per VM. We assume that the relationship between the
performance metric and effective capacity can be captured
by the function φi,t = Fi (ηi,t , λi,t ), which can be learned
via suitable techniques. Recall that we assume ηi,t ≥ η LB
according to the cloud’s SLA. Extensive related work exists on
both offline/online profiling to obtain empirical relationships
between latency vs. request arrival rate vs. effective capacity
for e-commerce sites [22], [24], [17], throughput vs. effective
capacity for MapReduce-like workloads [36], response time
vs. effective capacity for streaming servers [1] and many
more. We assume that given the actual arrival rate λi,t−1 and
measured performance value φi,t−1 , the tenant infers the ηi,t−1
via interpolation and estimates the new effective capacity via a
suitable prediction technique, e.g., η̂i,t = β1 ηi,t−1 + β2 ηi,t−2 if
η̂i,t ≥ η LB and η̂i,t = η LB otherwise, wherein parameters β1 , β2
can be adaptively obtained by using historical data.
Tenant’s Myopic Control Problem: Given the VM price
vt and estimated effective capacity η̂i,t , we express tenant i’s
profit maximization problem as follows (Problem P2):
max Ui (di,t , η̂i,t ) − vt di,t
di,t

Subject to
di,t rη̂i,t ≤ Di,t
A real-world tenant might also define performance bounds
(e.g., latency upper bounds) as part of its SLA requirement,
instead of implicitly incorporating revenue loss due to performance degradation into a “dropping” cost as we have done. We
evaluate such tenants through our case studies in Section IV.
3) Step III: Provider’s Corrective Control: In this step,
since the provider already observes the tenants’ VM demands
di,t , it can put di,t and vt back into Problem P1 and solve it
again to obtain more profitable (and feasible) effective capacialloc = η r, and
ties ηi,t . Thus tenant i’s VMs will get capacity ri,t
i,t
the total number of PMs needed in the ideal case (no migration
costs) would be mt = ⌈∑i di,t ηi,t r⌉. We evaluate the proposed
framework under the ideal scenario in Section IV, and leave
more comprehensive control strategies to future work.
To get a preliminary understanding of the interactions
between the cloud and tenants, we derive “best responses”
for both entities with simplifying assumptions [28]. Due to its
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the performance of the tenant’s application (including the
demand from its own clients). Denote as Ui (di,t , ηi,t ) the
tenant’s utility function, which is non-decreasing and concave
in both di,t and ηi,t , e.g.,
Ui (di,t , ηi,t ) = b2 log(b1 di,t rηi,t + 1) − b0 (Di,t − di,t rηi,t )
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Fig. 5: (a) Hourly energy prices from an electric utility in [14]. (b) Two
tenants’ normalized effective capacity demands (CPU usage in MHz) from a
large commercial data center.
idealized assumption of perfect prediction by both parties, our
theoretic analysis suggests that dynamic pricing and effective
capacity are interchangeable. However, in practice, capacity
modulation acts as a corrective knob when prediction errors
may cause the provider to publish sub-optimal prices. We
illustrate this gap between theory and practice in Section IV.
IV. E VALUATION
We evaluate the proposed game framework in two complementary ways. In Section IV-A, we carry out trace-driven
simulations using month-long tenant demand data from a large
commercial data center. Since these traces do not provide performance measurements, we present two case studies deployed
on an OpenStack-based prototype cloud platform in our lab
involving live tenant workloads in Sections IV-B and IV-C.
A. Trace-driven simulation
1) Experiment setup: Provider Configuration. We emulate
a public cloud platform whose dynamic costs pt of keeping
a PM operational for an hour is proportional to its energy
costs which are based on the day-ahead hourly energy price
from an electric utility in [14] (Figure 5(a)). We attribute 10%
of the overall operation costs of the provider to these energy
costs. Each PM has 8 cores and 16GB RAM. We assume
that the full resource capacity of a PM is one unit, and the
advertized capacity of each VM is r = 1/4 (i.e., a VM is
assigned two cores), which means up to four VMs can be
packed on the same PM with full capacity. The range of
effective capacity ηi,t is [0.5, 1] with η LB = 0.5. We predict
tenants’ aggregate demands, using scattered interpolation on
the predictors described in Section III. The training set does
not overlap with the dataset that we use in our game.
Tenant Configuration. We pick two tenants’ CPU usage
(in MHz) time series (30-day trace) from a commercial
production data center (Figure 5(b)) as their raw effective
capacity demand. We choose the log-form utility function
as described in Section III-B. We assume that the tenant
can directly predict effective capacity using the following
predictor: η̂i,t = 0.5ηi,t−1 + 0.5ηi,t−2 . To differentiate their
performance/price sensitivity, we set smaller b2 for tenant 1
which implies that tenant 1 makes less revenue from VMs
and thus is more sensitive to higher VM price and/or reduced
effective capacity. We expect tenant 1 to be offered higher
effective capacity than tenant 2. We present the details of these
parameters in our technical report [28].
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Baseline. We create baseline “OPT” based on myopic
objective assuming that the cloud has perfect knowledge of
tenant’s control and demand.
2) Impact of Dynamic Pricing: In Figure 6(a), we evaluate the impact of dynamic pricing without varying effective
capacity. We choose three static prices (High, Medium, Low)
representing (1.5, 1.0, 0.5) times the average price generated
from Dyn, which employs dynamic pricing with full capacity.
The profits have been normalized w.r.t. OPT profit. We observe
that dynamic pricing is able to provide 74% of the profit as
compared to the OPT. These static pricing schemes not only
reduce the profits but also increase the provider’s costs in some
cases. For instance, Low hurts the profits by setting VM price
to only half the average price of Dyn. The provider can attract
a large demand, thereby incurring high cost. However, due to
the corresponding cheap VM price, it is not able to recover
the cost of provisioning VMs, resulting in a loss (-14%).
3) Impact of Effective Capacity Modulation: From Figure 6(b), we find that the game with dynamic effective capacity
and prices, i.e., dyn-dyn, provides 11% higher profit than that
from dynamic pricing only (dyn-full). This happens because
by having the extra degree-of-freedom in control knobs, the
cloud is able to lower VM prices, attracting more demand,
yet maintaining costs similar to the strategy with just dynamic
pricing. Reducing the effective capacity significantly (dyn-low)
causes tenants to reduce their demand significantly, resulting
in almost no profit for the provider.
We observe provider’s capacity violation in dyn-full, i.e., the
total demand exceeds capacity, whereas no violation happens
in dyn-dyn, which is because in step III of the game the
provider is able to carry out effective capacity modulation after
the real demand is revealed.
To see the effectiveness of the proposed framework without
capacity limits (hence mimicking the behavior in an underutilized cloud platform), we remove the provider’s resource
capacity constraint in another set of experiments, and we
observe similar profit improvement over baselines. Due to
space limit, we omit such results in the paper.
4) A Closer Look at the Game Output: Figures 6(c)(d)
show timeseries of VM price and effective capacity generated
from the game. VM price tracks dynamic cost closely but
is not exactly the same. This is expected since both VM
price and effective capacity can impact tenants’ demands
(thereby affecting cloud’s costs). For example, at around 82nd
hour, although dynamic cost is high, the cloud still sets low

VM price to encourage tenants’ demand while lowering the
effective capacity to reduce costs. We also observe that the
effective capacity offered to tenant 2 is almost always less than
that of tenant 1, which is because tenant 1 is more sensitive
to performance/price (with smaller b2 ).
Key insights: (i) Dynamic effective capacity, if combined
with dynamic pricing, can further improve the provider’s
profitability. (ii) The cloud can avoid capacity violation by
having effective capacity modulation after the real demand
is revealed, which is advantageous over no effective capacity
modulation when it is overloaded. (iii) Having learnt tenants’
performance sensitivity, the provider can use it to provide
differentiated service to tenants with the same guaranteed
baseline capacity.
B. Case Study I: Web Serving
We present a case study based on the Wikipedia Web
server benchmark in [31], as a cloud tenant whose dominant
resource is CPU. Our goal is to provide guidance on how
such a tenant can react to dynamic pricing and effective
capacity modulation, as well as insights on how the application
performance is affected by different operation regions.
1) Experiment setup: Provider Configuration. We carry
out our case study on a small cluster of servers with each PM
having 8 cores and 16GB RAM.
Tenant Configuration. We assume that in addition to determining VM demand di,t , this tenant can also drop requests to
improve performance of admitted requests when the predicted
effective capacity is too low or price is too high. Denote
as Λi,t the raw request arrival rate during time-slot t, as λi,t
the admitted arrival rate of each VM, assuming perfect load
balancing across replicated VMs (each VM has the same
full database and the workload is read-only). Then the total
admitted arrival rate is di,t λi,t (di,t λi,t ≤ Λi,t ). We denote as
hi,t the actually achieved throughput on a single VM, as φi,t
the corresponding latency. We assume that Λi,t is known or
have been predicted using short-term predictive models. Given
prediction of effective capacity η̂i,t , we maximize the tenant’s
profit as follows (Problem P3):
max b2 log(b1 di,t hi,t + 1) − b0 (Λi,t − di,t λi,t ) − vt di,t
di,t , λi,t

Subject to
hi,t = Fih (η̂i,t , λi,t )
di,t λi,t ≤ Λi,t
φ

φi,t = Fi (η̂i,t , λi,t ) ≤ φ̄i
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Fig. 7: Average throughput (a) and average latency (b) with a Wikipedia
Web server under different load. “load” is norm. w.r.t. the peak arrival rate
on a single VM with 8 vCPUs and 12GB RAM.

The first two terms in the objective are the tenant’s utility
model, with the first term denoting the revenue collected by
achieving actual throughput di,t hi,t (the log(.) function is commonly used for capturing diminishing returns), and the second
term denoting the revenue loss due to dropping requests. Fih (.)
φ
and Fi (.) denote the relationship of performance metrics vs.
effective capacity and admitted arrival rates, respectively (as
discussed in Section III). φ̄i is the upper bound of latency; so
the last constraint reflects the SLA requirement of this tenant.
φ

Obtaining Fih (.) and Fi (.): We run the benchmark on a
single VM with 8 vCPUs and 12GB RAM. A client generates
Web page requests with Zipf distribution (Zipf constant=1).
We vary the CPU resource allocated to this VM under different
loads and show average throughput and latency in Figure 7,
φ
which we use to fit Fih (.) and Fi (.) via interpolation. We assume that this tenant can infer effective capacity from previous
measurements by interpolation, i.e., ηi,t−1 = Hi (φi,t−1 , λi,t−1 )
wherein Hi (.) is the interpolating function also obtained from
Figure 7. We scale the CPU usage (in MHz) demand of tenant
1 in Figure 5(b) to generate raw request rates Λi,t .
2) Provider’s Profitability: Figure 8(a) shows the provider’s
normalized profits under different strategies. We observe effects similar to those in our trace-driven simulation: having
dynamic effective capacity (dyn-dyn) improves the provider’s
profits by almost 10% over dynamic pricing with full effective
capacity (dyn-full). Unlike the trace-driven simulation, we do
not observe provider’s capacity violation in dyn-full (assuming
cloud has limited capacity). This is because the provider can
still set much higher VM prices to discourage tenant’s demand
when it is overloaded.
3) Tenant’s Performance: We show timeseries of VM
prices and effective capacity under dyn-dyn in Figure 8(b).
The corresponding request admission rate and latency for the
tenant are shown in Figures 8(c)(d), respectively. As discussed
in Section II-C, we qualitatively define three operation regions
for the tenant’s slackness in effective capacity in Figure 7, and
also find examples of such regions in Figure 8. In region A,
this tenant might not be aware of performance degradation
down to 80% effective capacity, so it admits all raw arrivals
as if the cloud is providing full capacity. However, in region
B, the tenant starts to perceive degraded performance, e.g.,
achieved throughput is lower than expected due to cloud’s
effective capacity modulation, but the tenant’s overall prof-

itability is still acceptable. So the tenant starts to drop requests
in order to meet its SLA requirement. Correspondingly, we
don’t observe any SLA violations in time-slots corresponding
to regions A and B in Figure 8(d). When the effective capacity
reaches region C, the tenant’s performance (and revenue) starts
to drop significantly; therefore, it has to drop large portions
of raw arrivals to maintain profitability. However, whenever
the tenant falls into region C, there is an SLA violation as in
Figure 8(d). We do not observe any SLA violations with OPT,
which implies that SLA violations might be further reduced
if the tenant were able to better predict the effective capacity
offered by the provider.
Key insights: (i) We find evidence that the provider’s
profitability can be improved by dynamic effective capacity
modulation for a realistic performance-sensitive tenant. (ii)
Tenant can use offline performance profiling to facilitate effective capacity inference. (iii) When lowering effective capacity
for improving its profits, an important concern for the provider
is to avoid exposing the tenant to operating regions where
performance degradation is unacceptable. In general, detecting
such regions would be tenant-specific and hence challenging.
C. Case Study II: Data Caching
We host two tenants based on a real-world key-value store
benchmark with the same configuration in Section II-C, with
memory capacity as the critical resource. The two tenants have
different key popularity skewness, which results in different
tolerance to effective capacity modulation. Our goal is to see
how the provider treats tenants differentially, and how tenant’s
performance is affected by the provider’s control.
1) Experiment Setup: Provider Configuration. We carry
out our case study on a small OpenStack cluster consisting of
2.66GHz PMs with 12 cores and 16GB DRAM.
Tenant Configuration. We assume that both tenants can
determine the number of VMs to procure and arrival rates
to admit at the beginning of each time-slot. They have the
same utility function (and parameters), and solve the same
optimization problem (Problem P3), with the only difference
φ
in their Fih (.) and Fi (.) (due to different key popularity
distribution). Such configurations help us focus on the impact
of tenants’ performance sensitivity on the provider’s control.
For performance profiling, we run the same benchmark
and use the same workload configuration as described in
Section II-C. We vary the load and effective RAM capacity
and show the measured average throughput in Figure 9. The
corresponding average latency is not shown due to space limit.
It is obvious that tenant 1 can tolerate more effective capacity
modulation than tenant 2; therefore, we expect that the cloud
sets lower effective capacity to tenant 1. We use the same
methodology as described in the Web serving case study to fit
φ
Fih (.) and Fi (.). We scale the demand traces in Figure 5(b) to
generate raw request rates Λi,t for the two tenants separately.
2) Provider’s Profitability: From Figure 10(a), again we
find that dyn-dyn provides much higher profits than other
strategies. In particular, dyn-low (half effective capacity) has
almost 0 profit due to the fact that both tenants experience
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on a single VM with 4 vCPUs and 7GB RAM. (a) Exponential distribution
with 95% request going to 5% keys. (b) Zipfian distribution with Zipf
constant=0.99.

severe performance degradation at ηi,t = 0.5 as shown in
Figure 9. dyn-full is also not able to provide good profitability
due to its inability to reduce costs.
3) Tenants’ Performance: As we expected, the provider
modulates tenant 1’s effective capacity more aggressively (Figure 10(b)) since it is less sensitive to performance degradation.
The consequence is, as shown in Figure 10(c)(d), that tenant
1 is still able to achieve high throughput with almost no SLA
violations, whereas tenant 2 suffers from a low throughput
(by dropping large portions of raw arrivals) but still has many
SLA violations. This is because tenant 2 only has around
10% effective capacity slackness; if the effective capacity
drops below 90%, its performance degrades severely as in
Figure 9(b). Due to the short-term prediction and myopic
control that the provider uses to estimate tenants’ reactions, it
becomes very difficult for the provider to know that it should
not “steal” more than 10% effective capacity from tenant 2.
On the other hand, since the provider always carries out real
effective capacity modulation after the tenants reveal their VM
demands, it is also difficult for the tenants to predict the
effective capacity. In fact, even a little bit of misprediction
might be fatal to such performance-sensitive tenants.
Therefore, it may not be wise for tenant 2 that is so sensitive
to effective capacity modulation to choose VMs of the SLA
class in evaluation with η LB = 0.5 for hosting its services.
Rather, it might be a good idea for such tenants to pay
higher costs for an SLA class with large baseline capacity
or dedicated H/W resource with full capacity guarantees.
Key insights: (i) The provider offers differentiated effective
capacity (in addition to the same baseline capacity) to tenants

V. R ELATED W ORK
Pricing design. There is a large body of related work
in cloud pricing design, including techniques such as Nash
games [20], [10], auction framework [18], MDP [34], nonoptimization-based [16], [23], etc. A common assumption in
prior work is that the cloud can predict well the tenant’s demand and control for theoretical tractability. However, we look
at a more general spectrum of tenant applications/workloads
including real-world workloads and strategic control with poor
predictability. Close to our work, [27] proposes a gamebased cloud pricing framework which also explores cloud’s
profitability with poor predictability in workloads under dynamic pricing. However, it does not explicitly consider tenant’s
application performance in framework formulation.
Effective capacity modulation. Plenty of research works
have shown the evidence of dynamic effective capacity on
commercial IaaS cloud platforms (cf. Section II-B). However,
to the best of our knowledge, the implications of effective capacity modulation on a provider’s operation/profit (particularly
taking into account the tenants’ response to such modulation),
complementing dynamic pricing, has not been explored in
existing work. Several specific forms of effective capacity
modulation have been explored. As one example, a popular
line of work focuses on cloud cost optimization via VM
consolidation [7], [32], [33] (mostly in private clouds), one
way in which effective capacity modulation might be realized.
However, such work does not consider tenant’s strategic behavior (based on its utility model) in response to the degraded
application performance, thereby losing the opportunity of
further improving cloud’s profit by exploiting the “slackness”
in tenant’s tolerance to effective capacity reduction. In public
clouds, the only research work we find related to effective
capacity is [19] wherein Google researchers discuss the potential benefit of modulating provisioned network bandwidth
without tenants’ awareness, which seems “cheating” on tenants
and complicates/worsens their resource procurement strategies. However, in our work a tenant chooses from multiple
SLA classes and a corresponding baseline capacity defined in
the chosen SLA class is guaranteed.
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Tenant operation with dynamic prices or capacities.
There exists a plethora of related work that investigates
how tenants react to dynamic pricing strategically in public
clouds [27], [20], [35]. Many recent papers have also explored
how to improve tenant’s application performance or costefficacy using VM offerings with explicit effective capacity
modulation [30] or implicit dynamic capacity modulation [9],
[6], [15]. These are all complementary to our focus on the
cloud provider’s operation.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We explored the efficacy of effective capacity modulation
as a control knob for a cloud provider’s profit maximization
when tenants react to such modulation. Towards this, we proposed a leader/follower game-based cloud control framework
with dynamic pricing and effective capacity modulation. Our
evaluation showed 10-30% profit improvement compared with
static pricing and/or static effective capacity. We also carried
out realistic case studies on a prototype cloud platform with
insights about performance in real-world settings.
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